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Abstract: External electric field effects on state energy and photoexcitation dynamics have been examined
for para-substituted and unsubstituted all-trans-diphenylpolyenes doped in a film, based on the steady-
state and picosecond time-resolved measurements of the field effects on absorption and fluorescence.
The substitution dependence of the electroabsorption spectra shows that the dipole moment of the
substituted stilbene in the Franck-Condon excited state becomes larger with increasing difference between
the Hammet constants of the substituents. Fluorescence quantum yields of 4-(dimethylamino)-4′-nitrostilbene
and 4-(dimethylamino)-4′-nitrodiphenylbutadiene are markedly reduced by an electric field, suggesting that
the rates of the intramolecular charge transfer (CT) from the fluorescent state to the nonradiative CT state
are accelerated by an external electric field. The magnitude of the field-induced decrease in fluorescence
lifetime has been evaluated. The isomerization of the unsubstituted all-trans-diphenylpolyenes to the cis
forms is shown to be a significant nonradiative pathway even in a film. Field-induced quenching of their
fluorescence as well as field-induced decrease in fluorescence lifetime suggests that the trans to cis
photoisomerization is enhanced by an electric field.

1. Introduction

The optical properties of polyenes have been the subject of
wide investigation over the past two decades. Polyene deriva-
tives such as carotenoid and retinoid series play crucial roles
in many biological photoactive systems including photosensory
and photoenergy transductions.1-5 Thecis-transphotoisomer-
ization of olefins, which is one of the most fundamental
chemical reactions, has been studied as a model for barrier-
crossing reactions.6-11 Further, the radical ions and divalent ions
of polyenes are useful for an understanding of the structures
and dynamics of self-localized excitations in conducting poly-
mers,12 and polyenes with electron-donating and -accepting
substituents are promising nonlinear photonic materials because
of their high second- and third-order polarizabilities.13,14Donor-

acceptor-substituted polyenes also show laser gain properties15

and serve as model systems for intramolecular charge transfer
(ICT).16

External electric field effects on optical spectra have been
extensively applied in molecular spectroscopy to examine the
electronic structures in excited states. The so-called electro-
absorption and electrofluorescence spectra (plots of the elec-
tric-field-induced change in absorption intensity and fluores-
cence intensity as a function of wavelength, respectively) are
extremely useful to understand the mechanism of molecular
dynamics following photoexcitation.17,18 These spectra are
especially powerful for studying CT dynamics because of its
high sensitivity to an electric field.17-21 Application of external
electric fields may also give a new way to control photochemical
reactions.

In the present paper, we report the electroabsorption and
electrofluorescence spectra ofpara-substituted and unsubstituted
all-trans-diphenylpolyenes in a poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) film. The electronic structures in excited states and
the mechanisms of the ICT and photoisomerization dynamics
are discussed on the basis of the results obtained. Thetrans
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isomers of 4-nitrostilbene (NS), 4-dimethylaminostilbene (DS),
4-(nitro)-4′-methoxystilbene(NMS),4-(dimethylamino)-4′-cyano-
stilbene (DCS), 4-(dimethylamino)-4′-nitrostilbene (DNS), and
all-trans-4-(dimethylamino)-4′-nitrodiphenylbutadiene (DNB)
have been used as a series of substituted diphenylpolyenes. We
have also usedtrans-stilbene (SB), all-trans-diphenylbuta-
diene (DPB), and all-trans-diphenylhexatriene (DPH) as a series
of unsubstituted diphenylpolyenes. The chemical structures of
the diphenylpolyenes used in the present study are shown in
Figure 1.

There have been a large number of studies on the pho-
tophysical properties of donor-acceptor-substituted stil-
benes.22-43 Among them, DNS, one of the donor-acceptor-
substituted stilbenes, is expected to have a very high optical
nonlinear susceptibility because of its large permanent di-
pole moments especially in excited singlet states.13,14 This
molecule also shows a characteristic solvent dependence in
photophysical behavior, which is ascribed to the formation of
a CT state upon photoexcitation.22-36 If the empirical Dimroth
parameterET(30) is used as a measure of solvent polarity,44

the quantum yields both of thetrans-cis photoisomeriza-
tion and of the intersystem crossing decrease with increasing
ET(30) value (i.e., increasing solvent polarity). In solvents with
the ET(30) values larger than∼36 kcal mol-1 (dioxane, for
example), the yields of these processes are nearly zero. On the
other hand, the fluorescence quantum yield increases as the
ET(30) value increases in the region below∼33-34 kcal mol-1

(toluene, for example) and drastically decreases with the increase

of the ET(30) value above∼36 kcal mol-1 to become almost
null in acetonitrile (ET(30) ) 46.0 for acetonitrile). To account
for such a strong decrease of the fluorescence yield in polar
solvents (∼0.53 in toluene and<0.002 in acetonitrile), a rapid
transition from the lowest optically allowed excited state (locally
excited state, LE state) to a “nonradiative” intermediate state
has been suggested in polar solvents. From the preferential
generation in highly polar solvents, this intermediate state has
been considered to be a CT state having a much larger dipole
moment than the LE state. This CT state relaxes nonradiatively
to the electronically ground (S0) state. It has been proposed that
the nonradiative CT species has a structure with the NO2 group
twisted from the plane of the benzene ring.28,29Several groups
have measured transient vibrational spectra of DNS in polar
solvents.30,31,35The position of the NO2 symmetric stretching
band of the CT species was found to exhibit a marked
dependence on the solvent.30 It has been suggested that DNB,
which has a conjugated hydrocarbon chain longer than DNS,
also gives a nonradiative CT state in polar solvents.27,37On other
donor-acceptor-substituted stilbenes, characteristics of elec-
tronically excited CT states have also been discussed.38-43

The photochemistry of SB following UV excitation has been
studied as a prototype ofcis-transphotoisomerization.6-11 This
photoisomerization is known to take place on the potential
energy surface of the lowest excited singlet (S1) state and result
in the formation of thecis isomer with a quantum yield of about
0.5 in solution.45,46A great number of studies have been devoted
to clarify this process; however, the detailed mechanism of the
cis-trans photoisomerization has not yet been understood,
which may arise from the ambiguity of the geometrical and
electronic structures of SB around the conical intersection
region. In the present paper, we discuss the electronic structures
of the unsubstituted diphenylpolyenes in the S1 state around
the conical intersection region using electric field modulation
spectroscopy. Investigation of electric field effects on photo-
isomerization is also important from a biological point of view,
since protein membranes surrounding chromophores produce
strong electric fields in some cases.47,48

We focus on electric field effects on the photoexcitation
dynamics of DNS, DNB, and SB in the present paper. The
contents discussed in the present paper are as follows. We first
examine the substitution dependence of the difference in electric
dipole moment between the S0 state and the Franck-Condon
excited (FC) state by analyzing the electroabsorption spectra
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of diphenylpolyenes treated in the present study.
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of the substituted diphenylpolyenes. Next, we observe the
electrofluorescence spectra of the substituted diphenylpolyenes
and the field-induced change in fluorescence decay profile for
DNS and DNB. Electric field effects on the ICT dynamics are
discussed on the basis of the results obtained. Finally, we
analyze the electroabsorption and electrofluorescence spectra
of the unsubstituted diphenylpolyenes to obtain information on
the electronic structures of the intermediates in the photo-
isomerization.

2. Experimental Section

DNB and DCS were synthesized and purified according to refs 27
and 39, respectively. Commercially available DNS (Eastman Kodak
Co.) was recrystallized twice from a benzene-ethanol mixture. The
other molecules employed in the present study were purchased from
Tokyo Kasei Co. and recrystallized twice from ethanol or ethanol and
benzene. A certain amount of benzene solution of PMMA containing
diphenylpolyenes was cast on an indium-tin-oxide (ITO) coated quartz
substrate by a spin coating method. A semitransparent aluminum (Al)
film was deposited on the dried polymer film by a vacuum vapor
deposition technique. The ITO and Al films were used as electrodes.
The thickness of the film was typically 0.4µm. The concentration of
the sample was in the range 0.05-0.5 mol % in its ratio to the monomer
unit of PMMA. In this concentration range, the shape and position of
the spectra and their field-induced changes were independent of the
concentration within the experimental accuracy, indicating that the
interaction between dye chromophores is negligible in the present
experimental conditions. Most of the chromophores exist as the
monomer species in the present study. In other dye molecules such as
pyrene, it has also been known that the observed spectra arise from
the monomer species in the concentration region less than 1.0 mol %.18

All the measurements were performed at room temperature under
vacuum conditions. Electric-field-induced changes in steady-state
absorption and fluorescence spectra were measured using electric field
modulation spectroscopy with the same apparatus as described
elsewhere.19-21 A modulation in absorption intensity or fluorescence
intensity was induced by a sinusoidal ac voltage with a modulation
frequency of 40 Hz. Field-induced change in absorption intensity or
fluorescence intensity was detected with a lock-in amplifier (Stanford
Research Systems, SR830) at the second harmonic of the modulation
frequency. A dc component of the transmitted light intensity or the
emission intensity was simultaneously observed. Applied field strength
was evaluated from the applied voltage divided by the thickness. The
field-induced change, measured as a root-mean-square voltage by the
lock-in amplifier, was multiplied by 2x2 to convert it to an equiva-
lent dc voltage. The electroabsorption and electrofluorescence spectra
were obtained by plotting the change in absorption intensity and in
fluorescence intensity as a function of wavenumber, respectively.
Hereafter, electroabsorption and electrofluorescence spectra are ab-
breviated as E-A and E-F spectra, respectively, and applied electric
field is denoted byF.

Measurements of the field-induced change in fluorescence decay
profile were carried out with a single-photon counting system combined
with a homemade pulse generator supplying a bipolar square wave.49

Output pulses from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra Physics,
Tsunami, repetition rate 80 MHz, pulse duration 80 fs) were doubled
and used as an excitation light source. The repetition rate was reduced
to 4 MHz with a pulse picker (Conoptics, model 350-160). Fluorescence
from the sample was detected by a microchannel-plate photomultiplier
(Hamamatsu, R3809U-52). The fluorescence signal was amplified,
discriminated, and then led to a time-to-amplitude converter system.
Fluorescence decays were obtained with a multichannel pulse height
analyzer (SEIKO EG&G, model 7700). Applied voltage was a repetition

of rectangular waves of positive, zero, negative, and zero bias in turn.
The time duration of each bias was 30 ms, but the first 3 ms was a
deadtime to exclude an overshooting effect of applied field just after
the change in applied voltage. Four decays were collected, correspond-
ing to positive, zero, negative, and zero sample bias. These decays were
stored in each of the different memory segments of the multichannel
pulse height analyzer. The instrumental response function had a pulse
width of ∼60 ps (fwhm).

3. Results and Discussion

3.A. External Electric Field Effects on Absorption of
Substituted Diphenylpolyenes.A shift of energy level induced
by F is well known as the so-called Stark shift, and the
magnitude of this effect is dependent on the electric dipole
moment (µ) and the molecular polarizability (r) of the system
concerned. When the magnitude ofµ or r in the excited
electronic state is different from that in the S0 state, the
absorption spectra as well as the emission spectra are shifted
since the magnitudes of the level shift in both states are different
from each other. For an isotropic and immobilized sample such
as a polymer film where chromophores are randomly distributed,
the presence ofF will broaden an isolated transition due to the
change in electric dipole moment following optical absorption,
giving rise to the E-A spectrum, the shape of which is the second
derivative of the absorption spectrum. If the change in molecular
polarizability is significant, the shape of the E-A spectrum is
the first derivative of the absorption spectrum. If the transition
moment is affected byF, the shape of the E-A spectrum is the
same as that of the absorption spectrum.

In the present study, solute diphenylpolyenes can be regarded
as randomly distributed in a PMMA film. On the assumption
that the original isotropic distribution in a PMMA film is
maintained in the presence ofF, the observed E-A spectrum
(∆A(ν)) may be given by the following equation:17,18

wheref is the internal field factor. The coefficientA′ depends
on the change in transition dipole moment, andB′ andC′ are
given by the following forms:

where∆µ and ∆R are the differences in electric dipole mo-
ment and molecular polarizability, respectively, between the
ground (g) and excited (e) states, i.e.,∆µ ) µe - µg and∆r
) re - rg:

∆Rm denotes the diagonal component of∆r with respect to
the direction of the transition dipole moment;ø is the angle be-
tween the direction ofF and the electric vector of the excitation
light; andê is the angle between the direction of∆µ and the
transition dipole moment. For the internal field, the Lorentz field
correction is used;f ) (ε+2)/3 with the dielectric constantε of
the medium. Under the present experimental conditions,ø )(49) Tsushima, M.; Ushizaka, T.; Ohta, N.ReV. Sci. Instrum.2004, 75, 479.

∆A(ν) ) (fF)2[A′A(ν) + B′ν
d{A(ν)/ν}

dν
+ C′ν

d2{A(ν)/ν}
dν2 ]

(1)

B′ )
∆Rj /2 + (∆Rm - ∆Rj)(3 cos2 ø - 1)/10

hc
(2)

C′ ) (∆µ)2[5 + (3 cos2 ê - 1)(3 cos2 ø - 1)]

30h2c2
(3)

∆µ ) |∆µ|; ∆Rj ) (1/3)Tr(∆r) (4)
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90° andε of PMMA is 3.6.50 From eqs 1-4, the values of∆µ
and ∆Rj can be obtained from the analyses of the derivative
parts of the E-A spectrum. Solvatochromism of fluorescence
can also estimate the magnitude of the dipole moments in
fluorescent excited states; however, the analysis of the E-A
spectrum has the advantages of estimating the magnitude of
the dipole moments in FC states and of eliminating microscopic
solute-solvent interactions, which interfere with the estimation
of ∆µ in solvatochromism measurements.

We have measured the E-A spectra of substituted diphen-
ylpolyenes, to investigate the substitution dependence of the
magnitude of∆µ and∆r between the FC state and the S0 state.
As examples of the E-A spectra of substituted diphenylpolyenes,
Figures 2 and 3 show the E-A spectra of DNS and NS at 0.15
mol % in a PMMA film, respectively, together with the
absorption spectra and their first and second derivative spectra.
The magnitude of the field-induced change in absorption
intensity is proportional to the square of applied field strength,
as expected from eq 1. In the present study, we focus our
attention on the strong absorption, which is assigned to theππ*

transition to the lowest optically allowed excited state. Equation
1 indicates that the E-A spectrum can be simulated by a linear
combination among the absorption spectrum and its first and
second derivative spectra. The component of the absorption
spectrum is first estimated from the integration of the intensity
of the E-A spectrum across the whole spectrum region, since
the derivative components do not give a change in total intensity.
The residual derivative part is easily divided into the first and
second derivative spectra. As shown in Figure 2, the shape of
the E-A spectrum of DNS is very similar to that of the second
derivative of the absorption spectrum, indicating that the field-
induced change in absorption intensity essentially comes from
the change in electric dipole moment following the absorption.
The E-A spectra of DS, NMS, DCS, and DNB are also
essentially the same in shape as the second derivative of the
absorption spectrum, while not only the second derivative
spectrum but also a small contribution of the first derivative
spectrum is necessary to reproduce the E-A spectrum of NS
(see Figure 3). The component of the absorption spectrum, i.e.,
the coefficientA′ in eq 1, is negligibly small in all the observed
E-A spectra, indicating that the transition dipole moment to the
lowest optically allowed excited state is hardly affected byF.

The magnitudes of∆µ between theππ* FC state and the S0
state in a PMMA film obtained by the analyses of the E-A
spectra are shown in Table 1, together with the differences
between the Hammet constants of the substituents (∆σ). The
angle ofê is assumed to be 0° in the present study.31,51 E-A
spectra generally do not provide the sign of the change in∆µ;

(50) Polymer Handbook; Brandrup, J., Immergut, E. H., Eds.; John Wiley &
Sons: New York, 1975.

Figure 2. Absorption spectrum, its first and second derivative spectra, and
E-A spectrum of DNS at 0.15 mol % in a PMMA film (from top to bottom).
Applied field strength was 0.4 MV cm-1.

Figure 3. Absorption spectrum, its first and second derivative spectra, and
E-A spectrum of NS at 0.15 mol % in a PMMA film (from top to bottom).
The simulated E-A spectrum is also shown in (d) by a dotted line. Applied
field strength was 0.4 MV cm-1.
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however, the directions of the dipole moments of donor-
acceptor-substituted polyenes are considered to be the same in
the S0 state and in theππ* FC state. Since the dipole moments
of the substituted stilbenes used are less than 9 D,24,42 the
magnitude of the dipole moment in theππ* FC state can be
regarded to be larger than in the S0 state. As shown in Table 1,
the magnitude of∆µ becomes larger with the increase of|∆σ|.
In the S0 state, the dipole moment of the substituted stilbene is
known to increase in keeping with|∆σ|.24 Thus the present
results indicate that the dipole moment in theππ* FC state also
becomes larger with increasing|∆σ|. The large enhancement
of the dipole moment in theππ* FC state suggests that the
charge separation between the electron donor and acceptor
moieties is enhanced by the excitation to theππ* FC state.

The dominance of the second derivative component in the
E-A spectrum makes it difficult to estimate the magnitude of
∆r. Only in the E-A spectrum of NS, the first derivative
component could be evaluated precisely, since the value of∆µ
of NS is not so large. The magnitude of∆r of NS is determined
to be∼90 Å3, by assuming that the molecular polarizability is
isotropic, i.e.,∆Rm ) ∆Rj .

As already mentioned, DNS and DNB are known to exhibit
the ICT process from the LE state to the nonradiative CT state
in polar solvents. The LE state may correspond to theππ* FC
state. In the present study, the magnitude of∆µ of DNS
following photoexcitation to theππ* FC state in a PMMA film
is determined to be 10.9 D. The dipole moment of DNS in the
S0 state is reported to be 7.2-8.2 D.24,36 Thus, the dipole
moment of DNS in theππ* FC state can be estimated to be
18.1-19.1 D in a PMMA film. This fairly large dipole moment
in the ππ* FC state suggests that DNS has already exhibited
large CT character immediately after the photoexcitation. The
present experimental result is in good agreement with the recent
theoretical calculation by Farztdinov and Ernsting.36 With the
SAM1/COSMO Hamiltonian, they evaluated the dipole moment
of DNS in the FC excited state to be 22 D in the gas phase.

The difference in the magnitude of∆µ between DNS and
DNB is as small as 0.7 D (see Table 1), although the conjugated
length of DNB is about 2 Å longer than that of DNS. This
suggests that a large increase of the charge delocalization occurs
in the FC state of DNB, which interferes with the significant
enhancement of the dipole moment.

3.B. External Electric Field Effects on Fluorescence of
Substituted Diphenylpolyenes.Three stilbenes and one di-
phenylbutadiene (DS, DCS, DNS, and DNB) exhibit fluores-
cence that is strong enough for the observation of the electric
field effects. Figure 4 shows the E-F spectra of these substituted
diphenylpolyenes in a PMMA film, together with the fluores-
cence spectra simultaneously observed. Note that excitation was

done at the wavelength where the field-induced change in
absorption intensity is negligibly small. The shape of the
fluorescence excitation spectrum is essentially the same as that
of the absorption spectrum, indicating that the fluorescence yield
is almost independent of the excitation wavelength. The
magnitude of the field-induced change in fluorescence intensity
is proportional to the square of applied field strength, as in the
case of the field-induced change in absorption intensity. In
contrast to the E-A spectra, a field-induced quenching of
fluorescence is observed and the E-F spectra are reproduced
by a superposition of the fluorescence spectrum and its first
and second derivative spectra (see Figure 4). The quenching is
prominent in the E-F spectra of DNS and DNB. Table 2 shows
the magnitude of the field-induced fluorescence quenching of
the substituted diphenylpolyenes. In the analysis of the E-F
spectrum, we first integrated the intensity of the E-F spec-
trum across the whole spectrum region to evaluate the magni-
tude of fluorescence quenching, since the derivative components
do not give a change in total intensity. When the fluorescence
yield at zero field and its field-induced change are denoted by
ΦF and ∆ΦF, respectively, the field-induced change in fluo-
rescence yield relative to the total fluorescence yield is given(51) Cao, X.; McHale, J. L.J. Phys. Chem. B 1997, 101, 8843.

Table 1. Magnitude of ∆µ between the Franck-Condon Excited
State and the Ground State of Substituted Diphenylpolyenes
Doped in a PMMA Film

donor acceptor ∆σ ∆µ (D)

NS H NO2 -0.78 4.5
DS N(Me)2 H -0.83 3.8
NMS OMe NO2 -1.05 7.3
DCS N(Me)2 CN -1.49 9.2
DNS N(Me)2 NO2 -1.61 10.9
DNB N(Me)2 NO2 -1.61 11.6

Figure 4. E-F spectra (shaded trace) of DS (a), DCS (b), DNS (c), and
DNB (d) in a PMMA film, together with the fluorescence spectra
simultaneously observed (solid line). Excitation wavelength was 311.0 nm
for DS, 354.0 nm for DCS, 395.5 nm for DNS, and 408.0 nm for DPB.
Applied field strength was 0.5 MV cm-1 for DS, 0.45 MV cm-1 for DCS,
and 0.4 MV cm-1 for DNS and DNB. The concentration was 0.15 mol %
in all the spectra. The simulated E-F spectrum is also shown by a dotted
line in every case.
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by ∆ΦF/ΦF. In Table 2, the difference in the magnitude of
∆ΦF/ΦF between DS and DCS is small, while the magnitude
of ∆ΦF/ΦF of DNS is about 4 times larger than that of DCS.
This suggests that the magnitude of the quenching is not
proportional to that of the energy shift induced by the interaction
between the dipole moment in theππ* FC state and applied
electric field (see Table 1). The magnitude of∆ΦF/ΦF is related
to fluorescence lifetime (τ) in the absence ofF as well as the
field-induced change in nonradiative rate constant (∆knr) by the
following equation:20

where the field-induced change in radiative rate constant is
assumed to be negligibly small. In eq 5, the value of∆ΦF/ΦF

becomes directly proportional to fluorescence lifetime, if
|∆ΦF/ΦF| is much smaller than unity. By using eq 5 and the
fluorescence lifetime obtained in a PMMA film, the value of
∆knr of each chromophore can be estimated, as shown in Table
2. The ∆knr value of DNS is over twice as large as those of
DCS and DS, indicating that the difference in the magnitude of
∆ΦF/ΦF is not solely due to the difference in fluorescence
lifetime.

Since the field-induced change in transition dipole moment
to the lowest optically allowed excited state is negligibly small,
as shown in Figures 2 and 3, the field-induced quenching of
fluorescence suggests that the rates of nonradiative processes
from the fluorescent states are accelerated byF. The most
significant nonradiative process of DS and DCS is known to
be the twisting of the double bond, resulting in thetrans to cis
isomerization.38-43 For the fluorescent LE states of DNS and
DNB, the ICT process to the nonradiative CT state as well as
the isomerization should be considered as the significant
nonradiative processes. The yield of the intersystem crossing
is negligible in DS and DCS,38-43 and that in DNS is 0.05 in
toluene/benzene32 and decreases with increasing solvent polarity
as mentioned before.23,28,32It has been shown that the CT rates
are notably affected byF in mixtures of donor and acceptor
molecules and methylene-linked molecules of donor and ac-
ceptor in a film.18-20 Thus, the marked field-induced quenching
of DNS and DNB observed in the present study can be
attributable to the field-induced enhancement of the rate of the
ICT process from the fluorescent LE state to the nonradiative
CT state.

To quantitatively evaluate the magnitude of the field-induced
decrease in lifetime of the LE fluorescence, we have carried

out the direct measurements of the field-induced change in
fluorescence decay profile for DNS and DNB. Figure 5a shows
the fluorescence decay profile of DNS in a PMMA film in the
absence ofF, together with the instrumental response function
and the simulated decay. The excitation wavelength was 395.5
nm, where the field-induced change in absorption intensity is
negligible (Figure 2). The monitoring wavelength at 560.0 nm
is close to the fluorescence maximum; the peak wavelength of
the fluorescence of DNS in a PMMA film is 580 nm, which is
almost the same as that of the fluorescence in toluene.28 DNS
molecules doped in a PMMA film show a multiexponential
fluorescence decay, which probably arises from inhomogeneous
environments in a polymer film, i.e., the presence of different
interactions between DNS and PMMA which give different
fluorescence lifetimes from each other.52 As shown in Figure
5a, fluorescence decay profiles of DNS could be reproduced
by using a triexponential decay, i.e.,∑i Ai exp(t/τi), where Ai

(52) Ishikawa, M.; Ye, J. Y.; Maruyama, Y.; Nakatsuka, H.J. Phys. Chem. A
1999, 103, 4319.

Table 2. Quenching of Fluorescence (∆ΦF/ΦF), Average
Fluorescence Lifetime (τ), and Field-Induced Change in
Nonradiative Rate Constant (∆knr) of Substituted Diphenylpolyenes
Doped in a PMMA Film

∆ΦF/ΦF
a,b τ (ns)c ∆knr (107 s-1)d,e

DS -0.003 (0.5) 0.62 1.9
DCS -0.003 (0.45) 0.77 1.9
DNS -0.011 (0.4) 1.27 5.5
DNB -0.012 (0.4) 1.40 5.4

a The unit of applied electric field in parentheses is MV cm-1.
b Uncertainty in ∆ΦF/ΦF is (0.001.c Fluorescence decay profile was
analyzed by using a triexponential decay function (see captions and text
for Figures 5 and 6).d Eq 5 is used to estimate the∆knr value.e The ∆knr
value is normalized to be in the presence of 1.0 MV cm-1 by using its
quadratic dependence on applied electric field.

Figure 5. (a) Fluorescence decay (open circles) of DNS at 0.15 mol % in
a PMMA film observed at zero field, together with the simulated curve of
the decay (solid line) by a convolution of a response function (dotted line)
with a triexponential decay. Dashed, dot-dashed, and dot-dot dashed lines
represent the decomposed decay components of the simulated decay.
Excitation and monitoring wavelengths were 395.5 and 560.0 nm, respec-
tively. (b) Fluorescence decays observed at zero field (solid line) and at
1.0 MV cm-1 (dotted line). (c) Difference (dotted line) between the decays
observed at 1.0 MV cm-1 and at zero field, together with the simulated
difference (thick solid line) and the fluorescence decay observed at zero
field (thin solid line). (d) Ratio of the decay observed at 1.0 MV cm-1

relative to that at zero field (dotted line), together with the simulated one
(solid line).

τ∆knr ) {-
∆ΦF

ΦF
}/{(1 +

∆ΦF

ΦF
)} (5)
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and τi denote the pre-exponential factor and lifetime of
componenti, respectively. The obtained lifetime and the pre-
exponential factor of each component are shown in Table 3.
The average parameters are considered to be very useful to
understand the physical nature of polymer systems in which
the inhomogeneous environment is essential. The average
lifetime (τjf), defined by∑i Aiτi/∑i Ai, is estimated to be 1.27 ns
for DNS at zero field.

Figure 5b shows the fluorescence decays of DNS observed
in the absence and in the presence of an electric field of 1.0
MV cm-1, being denoted byI0(t) and IF(t), respectively. Both
decays obtained at positive bias and at negative bias were
essentially the same probably because of a homogeneous
distribution of orientations of chromophores in a PMMA film.
A small field-induced decrease in fluorescence intensity is
observed during the full decay. The difference between the
decays observed in the absence and in the presence ofF, i.e.,
IF(t) - I0(t), referred to as∆If(t), is shown in Figure 5c.∆If(t)
gives a negative intensity during the full decay. This shows the
field-induced quenching of fluorescence. The time dependence
of ∆If(t) is apparently different from that ofI0(t), indicating
that the fluorescence lifetime is markedly influenced byF. If
the fluorescence lifetime is independent ofF, the intensity ratio
between two decays observed with and withoutF should remain
constant over the whole time region. As shown in Figure 5d,
however, the value ofIF(t)/I0(t) is not constant during the full
decay, but decreases with increasing time. These results indicate
that the fluorescence lifetime of DNS is reduced in the presence
of F. Such a field-induced decrease in fluorescence lifetime can
be attributed to the field-induced acceleration of the nonradiative
transition from the fluorescent LE state. Both the time profiles
of ∆If(t) andIF(t)/I0(t) are very sensitive to the parameters of a
triexponential decay49 and are satisfactorily reproduced by using
the parameters shown in Table 3. Theτjf value of DNS at 1.0
MV cm-1 is then estimated to be 1.21 ns. It is noted in Table
3 thatAi is unaffected byF, althoughτi depends onF.

Figure 6a shows the fluorescence decay profile of DNB in a
PMMA film at zero field. The excitation wavelength was 408.0
nm, where the field-induced change in absorption intensity is
negligible, and the monitoring wavelength was 590.0 nm. Note
that fluorescence of DNB shows a maximum intensity at 600
nm in a PMMA film. The decay profile of DNB is also
reproduced by using a triexponential decay. Figure 6b shows
the fluorescence decays of DNB at zero field and in the presence
of 0.85 MV cm-1. A field-induced de-enhancement of the
fluorescence intensity is observed during the full decay. Figures
6c and 6d show the time profiles of∆If(t) andIF(t)/I0(t) of DNB,
respectively. In Figure 6c,∆If(t) gives a negative intensity during
the full decay, and the time dependence of∆If(t) is different
from that of I0(t). The value of IF(t)/I0(t) decreases with

increasing time in Figure 6d. These results clearly indicate that
the fluorescence lifetime of DNB is also reduced in the presence
of F. All the observed profiles shown in Figure 6 are well fitted
by using a triexponential decay. The lifetime and pre-expo-
nential factor of each component of DNB at zero field and at
0.85 MV cm-1 are collected in Table 3. Then, theτjf value of
DNB is estimated to be 1.40 ns at zero field and 1.35 ns at
0.85 MV cm-1.

The average value of∆knr can now be evaluated by
subtraction of 1/τjf at zero field from that atF; the ∆knr values
of DNS and DNB in the presence of 1.0 MV cm-1 are
determined to be 3.9× 107 and 3.7× 107 s-1, respectively.
These values are in reasonable agreement with those obtained
from the magnitude of∆ΦF/ΦF in Table 2, confirming that the
quenching of fluorescence is mainly due to the field-induced
decrease in fluorescence lifetime. As shown in Table 3, not only
the average fluorescence lifetime but also the lifetime of every
decaying component becomes shorter in the presence ofF. The
decaying components exhibit a different efficiency of the field

Table 3. Time Constants and Pre-exponential Factors of DNS
and DNB Doped in a PMMA Film for Different Electric Fieldsa,b

F (MV cm-1) τ1 (ns) τ2 (ns) τ3 (ns)

DNS 0 0.34 (0.388) 1.55 (0.552) 4.64 (0.060)
DNS 1.0 0.31 (0.389) 1.49 (0.550) 4.58 (0.060)
DNB 0 0.47 (0.336) 1.78 (0.645) 4.87 (0.019)
DNB 0.85 0.44 (0.337) 1.73 (0.644) 4.82 (0.019)

a Pre-exponential factor of each component is given in parentheses.b τ1
andτ 2 values are subject to an error of up to 0.1%, andτ3 values are subject
to an error of up to 0.2%.

Figure 6. (a) Fluorescence decay (open circles) of DNB at 0.15 mol % in
a PMMA film observed at zero field, together with the simulated curve of
the decay (solid line) by a convolution of a response function (dotted line)
with a triexponential decay. Dashed, dot-dashed, and dot-dot dashed lines
represent the decomposed decay components of the simulated decay.
Excitation and monitoring wavelengths were 408.0 and 590.0 nm, respec-
tively. (b) Fluorescence decays observed at zero field (solid line) and at
0.85 MV cm-1 (dotted line). (c) Difference (dotted line) between the decays
observed at 0.85 MV cm-1 and at zero field, together with the simulated
difference (thick solid line) and the fluorescence decay observed at zero
field (thin solid line). (d) Ratio of the decay observed at 0.85 MV cm-1

relative to that at zero field (dotted line), together with the simulated one
(solid line).
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dependence. In both DNS and DNB, the fastest decaying
component shows the most efficient decrease in lifetime byF;
the lifetime of the fastest decaying component of DNS becomes
shorter by a factor of 9% at 1.0 MV cm-1.

The measurements of the time-resolved E-F spectra of DNB
in a PMMA film were also carried out with a field strength of
0.95 MV cm-1. Figures 7a and 7b show the time-resolved
fluorescence spectra and time-resolved E-F spectra of DNB in
a PMMA film, respectively. The time interval with which
fluorescence was collected was 500 ps. In Figure 7a, the
fluorescence spectrum slightly shifts to a longer wavelength with
time. This may come from the presence of different interactions
between DNB and PMMA which give different spectral shapes
and different fluorescence lifetimes. The time-resolved fluo-
rescence and E-F spectra, where the peak intensities are
normalized to unity, are shown in Figures 7c and 7d, respec-
tively. The E-F spectrum in Figure 7d also exhibits a red-shift
as a passage of time, but the magnitude of the shift is smaller
than that observed in the fluorescence spectrum in Figure 7c.
This result suggests that the magnitude of the field-induced
quenching of DNB depends on the interaction between DNB
and PMMA. The time dependence of the Stark effect line shape
should also be considered.

We summarize the results of DNS and DNB obtained using
electric field modulation spectroscopy as follows. (1) The
fluorescence yields of DNS and DNB are markedly de-enhanced
by F. (2) |∆ΦF/ΦF| of these molecules are about 4 times larger
than those of the other diphenylpolyenes used in the present
study. (3) The fluorescence lifetimes of DNS and DNB are
reduced in the presence ofF. (4) The transition moments
between the S0 state and the lowest optically allowed excited
state are independent ofF. As mentioned before, the fluores-
cence yields of DNS and DNB drastically decrease in polar
solvents, which has been attributed to the presence of the
transition from the fluorescent LE state to the nonradiative CT
state in polar environment.27-37 From these results, it is now
concluded that the ICT rates of DNS and DNB are accelerated
by F. The ICT processes of DNS and DNB are shown to be
controlled byF in the present study.

The energy level of the CT state can be considered to be
significantly affected byF because of its large electric dipole
moment. This causes a large shift of the free energy gap between

the LE and CT states in the presence ofF. Thus, the ICT
dynamics is expected to be affected byF, depending on the
magnitude of the dipole moment of the CT state. The field-
induced increase in ICT rate in a random distribution system is
qualitatively explained as follows.18 The free energy gap of the
reaction (∆G) in the presence ofF can be given as∆G0 9 µF,
where∆G0 is the free energy gap in the absence ofF andµ is
the electric dipole moment of the product. The external electric
field can be regarded as a perturbation, and thus the CT rate
constant is expanded as a power series ofF. By assuming that
only ∆G is affected byF and the CT rate is given by the
classical theory,∆kCT, which is defined askCT(F) - kCT(F )
0), divided bykCT(F ) 0) is given by18

whereB is (4kBTλ0)-1 andλ0 is the reorganization energy. In
eq 6, the zeroth-, the first-, and the second-order terms inF are
considered, and other higher terms are neglected. In a random
distribution system, the average ofµF and (µF)2 integrated over
the full space is given by zero and|µ|2|F|2/3, respectively. Thus,
eq 6 can be rewritten as follows:

From eq 7, the negative value of∆kCT in a random distribution
system is predicted only for a small barrier reaction where the
activation energy is smaller than the thermal energy,kBT. The
ICT processes of DNS and DNB occur in the subnano- to
nanosecond time range, suggesting that their barrier heights are
larger thankBT. Therefore, the positive value of∆kCT is expected
for DNS and DNB, which is consistent with the present
experimental results. Recently, Tachiya et al. have proposed
detailed theoretical models for field-induced changes in electron
transfer.53 Farztdinov and Ernsting have suggested that all single-
bond twisted conformations of DNS in excited states show no
emission because of their very small oscillator strengths, and
the nitrophenyl- and dimethylamino-twisted conformations are
1 eV below the FC state in polar solvents.36 Hence, the ICT

(53) Hilczer, M.; Tachiya, M.J. Chem. Phys. 2002, 117, 1759.

Figure 7. Time-resolved fluorescence spectra (a) and E-F spectra (b) of DNB at 0.15 mol % in a PMMA film. Applied field strength was 0.95 MV cm-1.
Excitation wavelength was 408.0 nm. Time interval with which fluorescence intensity was integrated was 500 ps. Time-resolved fluorescence spectraand
E-F spectra of DNB, where the peak intensities are normalized to unity, are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. Fluorescence spectra in (c) and (d) were
measured with a time interval of 100-600 ps (thin solid line), 1.6-2.1 ns (dotted line), and 3.1-9.1 ns (thick solid line).

∆kCT/kCT(F ) 0) ) 2B(∆G0 + λ0)(µF) +

B{2B(∆G0 + λ0)
2 - 1}(µF)2 (6)

∆kCT/kCT(F ) 0) ) B
3

{2B(∆G0 + λ0)
2 - 1}|µ|2|F|2 (7)
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dynamics from the LE state to the nonradiative CT state of DNS
and DNB may be accompanied by geometrical relaxation to
the twisted conformations.

3.C. External Electric Field Effects on Absorption and
Fluorescence of Unsubstituted Diphenylpolyenes.Figure 8
shows the E-A spectrum of SB at 0.5 mol % in a PMMA film,
together with the absorption spectrum and its derivative spectra.
The absorption bands observed around 34 000 cm-1 are assigned
to the S1 r S0 transition, and the vibronic structure arises mainly
from the olefinic stretching modes.54 In contrast to the substi-
tuted diphenylpolyenes, the E-A spectrum of SB is similar in
shape to the first derivative of the absorption spectrum, as
reported in our preliminary paper,21 indicating that the field-
induced change in absorption intensity mainly comes from the
change in molecular polarizability following the photoexcitation.
Owing to the C2h symmetry, SB molecules in an isolated
condition have no permanent electric dipole moment, and it is
understood that∆µ is negligible at a low concentration of SB
in a film. The field-induced change in total absorption intensity
is small, indicating that the transition dipole moment to the S1

state is hardly affected byF.
Figure 9 shows the E-A spectrum of DPB doped in a PMMA

film, together with the absorption spectrum and its derivative
spectra. The absorption band is assigned to the transition to the
S1 state. The E-A spectrum is very similar in shape to the first
derivative of the absorption spectrum, and the field-induced

change in total absorption intensity is negligibly small. Thus,
the field effects on the absorption spectrum of DPB are
essentially the same as the ones observed for SB. The same
features are also observed in the E-A spectrum of DPH.

Figure 10 shows the E-F spectra of SB, DPB, and DPH doped
in a PMMA film, together with the fluorescence spectra
simultaneously observed. These fluorescence spectra are due
to the S1 f S0 transition. Note that excitation was done at the
wavelength where the field-induced change in absorption
intensity is negligible. All the molecules exhibit a decrease in
fluorescence intensity in the presence ofF. The negative
components of the E-F spectra indicate that the fluorescence
quantum yields of the unsubstituted diphenylpolyenes are
reduced byF. The E-F spectra of SB and DPB are satisfactorily
reproduced by a linear combination of the fluorescence spectrum
and its first derivative spectrum (see Figures 10a and 10b). As
shown in Figure 10c, however, the E-F spectrum of DPH in a
high-wavenumber region cannot be fitted well by a linear
combination between the fluorescence spectrum and its first
derivative spectrum. This disagreement suggests that the
fluorescence of DPH is originated simultaneously from different
states. The fluorescence of DPH is known to arise from the
21Ag (S1) state coupled with the optically allowed 11Bu (S2)
state;55-57 however the fluorescence from the 11Bu state is
slightly observed in the higher-wavenumber side of the 21Ag

(54) Nakabayashi, T.; Okamoto, H.; Tasumi, M.J. Phys. Chem. A 1998, 102,
9686.

(55) Saltiel, J.; Ko, D.-H.; Fleming, S. A.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1994, 116, 4099.
(56) Itoh, T.; Kohler, B. E.J. Phys. Chem. 1987, 91, 1760.
(57) Saltiel, J.; Sears, D. F., Jr.; Sun, Y.-P.; Choi, J.-O.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1992,

114,3607.

Figure 8. Absorption spectrum, its first and second derivative spectra, and
E-A spectrum of SB at 0.5 mol % in a PMMA film (from top to bottom).
Applied field strength was 0.75 MV cm-1.

Figure 9. Absorption spectrum, its first and second derivative spectra, and
E-A spectrum of DPB at 0.5 mol % in a PMMA film (from top to bottom).
Applied field strength was 0.75 MV cm-1.
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fluorescence.56 The weak fluorescence from thecis-conformer
is also observed with a peak located at a lower wavenumber
than that of thetrans-conformer.57 The disagreement between
the E-F spectrum and the simulated spectrum for DPH in the
high-wavenumber region may be interpreted in terms of the
presence of the weak fluorescence from the 11Bu state in the
high-wavenumber side of the 21Ag fluorescence. The magnitude
of ∆ΦF/ΦF is estimated to be 1.1% for SB at 1.0 MV cm-1,
1.6% for DPB at 1.0 MV cm-1, and 0.5% for DPH at 0.8 MV
cm-1. Note that the magnitude of the field-induced change is
proportional to the square of applied field strength. Plots of the
field-induced change in fluorescence intensity and in absorption
intensity of SB against the square of field strength are shown
in Figure 11.

The transition moments of the unsubstituted diphenylpolyenes
between the S0 and S1 states are found to be unaffected byF.
In all the E-F spectra, the intensity decrease is observed in the
whole spectrum region, indicating that the change in the
fluorescence intensity is mainly due to the all-trans-molecules
in the S1 state. Thus the field-induced fluorescence quenching
of the unsubstituted diphenylpolyenes can be ascribed to the
field-induced enhancement of the rates of nonradiative processes
from the S1 state. As mentioned below, the measurements of
the field-induced change in decay profile of SB also indicate
the increase in nonradiative rate constant in the presence ofF.
The fluorescence decay of SB doped in a PMMA film in the
absence ofF is shown in Figure 12a. The decay profile of SB
is well fitted by using a triexponential decay. The time constant
and pre-exponential factor of each component at zero field are
determined to be as follows:τ1 ) 60 ps,τ2 ) 360 ps,τ3 )

1.67 ns andA1 ) 0.305,A2 ) 0.667,A3 ) 0.028. Theτjf value
of SB in a PMMA film is then determined to be 305 ps at zero
field. The time profile ofIF(t)/I0(t) of SB is shown in Figure
12b. The shape ofIF(t)/I0(t) is sensitive to the change in
fluorescence lifetime, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. If the
fluorescence lifetime is independent ofF, the intensity ratio
should remain constant over the whole time region. As shown
in Figure 12b, however, the value ofIF(t)/I0(t) decreases with
increasing time, indicating that the fluorescence lifetime of SB
is reduced in the presence ofF. This result indicates the field-
induced acceleration of the nonradiative rates in the S1 state.
The time constant of each component at 1.0 MV cm-1 is
qualitatively estimated to be as follows:τ1 ) 59 ps,τ2 ) 359
ps, τ3 ) 1.67 ns. The time profile ofIF(t)/I0(t) is sensitive to
the change inτi of 0.1%. The magnitude ofAi remains
unchanged within the present experimental accuracy.

For SB and DPB in the S1 state, thetransto cis isomerization
has been known to be one of the significant nonradiative

Figure 10. E-F spectra (shaded line) of SB (a), DPB (b), and DPH (c) in
a PMMA film, together with the fluorescence spectra simultaneously
observed (solid line). Excitation wavelength was 298.5 nm for SB, 335.0
nm for DPB, and 347.0 nm for DPH. Applied field strength was 1.0 MV
cm-1 for SB and DPB and 0.8 MV cm-1 for DPH. The concentration was
0.5 mol % in all the spectra. The simulated E-F spectrum is also shown by
a dotted line in every case.

Figure 11. Plots of the field-induced change in absorption intensity (a)
and in fluorescence intensity (b) of SB at 0.5 mol % in a PMMA film as
a function of the square of applied field strength. The observed absorption
and fluorescence wavelengths were 331 and 350 nm, respectively.

Figure 12. (a) Fluorescence decay (open circles) of SB at 0.5 mol % in a
PMMA film, together with the simulated curve of the decay (solid line) by
a convolution of a response function (dotted line) with a triexponential decay.
Dashed, dot-dashed, and dot-dot dashed lines represent the decomposed
decay components of the simulated decay. Excitation and monitoring
wavelengths were 298.5 and 350.0 nm, respectively. (b) Ratio of the decay
observed at 1.0 MV cm-1 relative to that at zero field (thin solid line),
together with the simulated one (thick solid line).
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pathways.6-11,58Actually, the quantum yield of the conversion
from the FC state to theperpendicularintermediate state of
the isomerization is close to unity for SB8,9,45,46and is∼0.22
for DPB58 in solution. The isomerization yield of DPH has been
found not to be so large as that of SB, although this yield is
strongly dependent on solvent polarity.55 It is hence conceivable
that the rate of thetrans to cis isomerization increases in the
presence ofF, which results in the field-induced decrease in
fluorescence lifetime. To examine whether thetrans to cis
photoisomerization occurs or not in a PMMA film, we have
compared the absorption spectra of the unsubstituted diphen-
ylpolyenes in a PMMA film obtained before and after UV
irradiation.

Figure 13a shows the difference spectrum of SB in a PMMA
film obtained by subtraction of the spectrum observed before
UV irradiation from that observed after irradiation with UV light
at 298.5 nm. A factor that ensured that the vibrational structure
of the original absorption spectrum did not remain in the sub-
tracted spectrum was multiplied to the absorption spectrum after
the irradiation. The feature of the obtained difference spectrum
is similar to that of the absorption spectrum ofcis-stilbene.59

Since there is a large potential barrier separating thetransand
cis isomers in the S0 state, the two isomers are not interchange-
able with each other in the S0 state at room temperature. Hence
the difference spectrum in Figure 13a can be attributable to the
cis isomer generated via the S1 state of SB. The quantum yield
of the trans to cis photoisomerization can be determined in
principle by using the number of doped molecules in the
irradiated volume, that of the molecules absorbing photons, and
the magnitude of the absorption change. We have qualitatively
estimated the isomerization yield to be 0.3( 0.15 in a PMMA
film at room temperature from the excitation energy of 5.0×

10-4 J, the spot area of 3.6× 10-1 cm2, and the literature values
of the absorption coefficients of thetrans isomer of 104.49 at
307 nm and 104.46 at 295 nm. Figure 13b shows the difference
spectrum of DPB in a PMMA film by using UV light at 335.0
nm. The difference spectrum of DPB exhibits a peak at∼314
nm, which is similar to the peak position of the reported
absorption spectrum of thecis-trans form of DPB in hexane
solution.58 These results clearly indicate that the photoexcited
all-trans-diphenylpolyenes can isomerize to thecis configura-
tions even in a PMMA film at room temperature.

In Figure 12a, the fluorescence decay of SB doped in a
PMMA film is composed of picosecond and nanosecond decay
components. The radiative lifetime of SB is reported to be
1.7-2.7 ns,60,61indicating that the picosecond decay component
is mainly ascribed to the nonradiative process. This nonradiative
process can be regarded as the isomerization to thecis
configuration (Figure 13a). On the other hand, the nonradiative
process is considered to make a small contribution to the
nanosecond decay component. From these considerations, it may
be concluded that two types of SB exist in a PMMA film: one
can easily isomerize to thecis configuration via the S1 state
and the other cannot within the radiative lifetime. There are
many sizes of free spaces in a PMMA film, so that the former
one is assigned to SB molecules existing in large free spaces
and the latter one is assigned to those existing in free spaces
that are too small for the isomerization. The yield of the
photoisomerization to the intermediate state is estimated by the
lifetime distribution. On the assumption that the nanosecond
decay does not involve the isomerization, the yield to the
intermediate state is qualitatively evaluated to be 0.8 in a PMMA
film. It has been proposed that the photoisomerization of stilbene
does not occur in a PMMA film, since a lifetime of 1.6 ns was
observed in SB molecules doped in a PMMA film by transient
absorption spectroscopy.62 However, the present experimental
results indicate that SB molecules in large free spaces in a
PMMA film can perform thecis-trans photoisomerization at
room temperature. The lifetime of several nanoseconds observed
in a film may be ascribed to SB molecules in small free spaces.

From the present absorption and fluorescence experiments,
it is now concluded that the isomerization is one of the
significant nonradiative pathways for SB and DPB in the S1

state in a PMMA film. The field-induced quenching of
fluorescence as well as the field-induced decrease in fluores-
cence lifetime can be therefore ascribed to the field-induced
enhancement of the rate of the isomerization to thecis
configurations. As mentioned above, DCS shows the photoi-
somerization with the large quantum yield in solution: the
isomerization yield of DCS is 0.50 in benzene,38 while that of
DNS is 0.02 in the same solvent.28 The twisting of the CdC
bond is also known to be the most efficient nonradiative pathway
for DS in the S1 state.42,43 Hence it may be said that the
quenching components of DCS and DS in Table 2 are mainly
due to the field-induced enhancement of the isomerization rate.

The mechanism of the photoisomerization of SB in solution
has been proposed as follows.7-11,45,46,63The photoexcitation

(58) Yee, W. A.; Hug, S. J.; Kliger, D. S.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1988, 110, 2164.
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Figure 13. (a) Difference spectrum (shaded line) of SB in a PMMA film
obtained by subtraction of the spectrum observed before UV irradiation
from that after irradiation with UV light at 298.5 nm, together with the
absorption spectrum before the UV irradiation (solid line) and the absorption
spectrum of cis-stilbene doped in a PMMA film (dotted line). The
concentration of SB was 0.5 mol %. (b) Difference spectrum (shaded line)
of DPB in a PMMA film obtained by subtraction of the spectrum observed
before UV irradiation from that after irradiation with UV light at 335.0
nm, together with the absorption spectrum before the UV irradiation (solid
line). The concentration was 0.5 mol %.
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of SB with UV light results in atransS1 species having a planar
structure. On the S1 potential surface, the generated S1 species
is thermally activated to go over the barrier in a picosecond
time scale to form another S1 species with a 90° twisted structure
around the CdC bond. Thisperpendicularspecies then relaxes
very rapidly (<1 ps) to aperpendicularS0 species, which
transforms to thetrans and cis isomers with nearly the same
ratio. In this scheme, it is noted that the barrier in the
photoisomerization only occurs between thetransandperpen-
dicular structures on the S1 potential surface. Thus, the rate-
limiting step in the overalltrans to cis photoisomerization is
the barrier crossing to theperpendicularconfiguration in the
S1 state.

From the solvent dependence of the optical spectra of SB
and tetraphenylethylene, it has been suggested that theperpen-
dicular intermediate state on the S1 potential surface is likely
to be a zwitterionic state with a large dipole moment.64-67 The
zwitterionic intermediate is also proposed in the photoisomer-
ization of DPH for the terminal bond.55 Recently, Amatatsu has
estimated the electronic structure of SB at the conical intersec-
tion by complete-active-space self-consistent-field (CASSCF)
calculations.68 The conical intersection was calculated to be a
crossing region between a zwitterionic state and a covalent state
in S0 and S1. If the perpendicularintermediate state in the S1

state has zwitterionic or charge transfer character, the activated
barrier crossing from thetransconfiguration to the intermediate
state on the S1 potential surface can be regarded as the ICT
process. In such a case, the photoisomerization may be affected
by F as discussed in subsection 3.B. In the present study,
fluorescence yields of the unsubstituted all-trans-diphenylpoly-
enes are reduced byF, suggesting the field-induced enhance-
ment of the photoisomerization to thecis configurations.
Therefore, the present result may suggest the zwitterionic model
at the intermediate state of thetrans to cis photoisomerization
in a PMMA film.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, we have measured the E-A and E-F
spectra of para-substituted and unsubstituted all-trans-di-
phenylpolyenes doped in a PMMA film. The E-A spectra of
the substituted diphenylpolyenes are essentially the same in
shape as the second derivative of the absorption spectrum,
indicating that the field-induced change in absorption intensity
mainly comes from the change in electric dipole moment

following absorption. The analysis of the E-A spectra indicates
that the dipole moment of the substituted stilbene in theππ*
FC state becomes larger with the increase of the magnitude of
∆σ. The large enhancement of the dipole moment in theππ*
FC state suggests that the charge separation between the electron
donor and acceptor substituents is enhanced in theππ* FC state.

Fluorescence yields of DNS and DNB are markedly reduced
by F, indicating that the ICT rates from the fluorescent LE state
to the nonradiative CT state of DNS and DNB are accelerated
by F. The direct measurements of the field-induced change in
fluorescence lifetime are carried out for DNS and DNB with a
picosecond time resolution. The average lifetime of the fluo-
rescent LE state of DNS is 1.27 ns at zero field and 1.21 ns at
1.0 MV cm-1, and that of the fluorescent LE state of DNB is
1.40 ns at zero field and 1.35 ns at 0.85 MV cm-1. The ICT
processes of DNS and DNB are shown to be controlled byF.
It is noted that the magnitude of∆µ between theππ* FC state
and the S0 state of DNS is estimated to be 10.9 D, indicating
that DNS exhibits large CT character immediately after pho-
toexcitation.

We have shown that thetrans to cis isomerization is a
significant nonradiative process for SB and DPB doped in a
PMMA film. This photoisomerization is found to be accelerated
by F, suggesting that the intermediate state of the photoisomer-
ization in the S1 state has zwitterionic or charge transfer
character. Analyses of the field effects on the photoexcitation
dynamics with the recent theoretical model67 will give detailed
information on the electronic structure around the conical
intersection. In some biological systems, charged and polar
groups of the protein surrounding chromophores produce strong
electric fields. The present result suggests that electric fields
generated from the protein significantly influence photochemical
reactions of chromophores in protein environment.

Measurements of solvent polarity dependence of optical
spectra are generally used to obtain information on CT processes
or CT characters in the systems. This method is useful; however,
microscopic solute-solvent interactions as well as dependencies
of the spectra on other solvent parameters often interfere with
the estimation of the CT characters. Since an external electric
field is the only perturbation to be considered, measurements
of external electric field effects on optical spectra are expected
to provide detailed information on photoisomerization as well
as CT dynamics.
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